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Abstract 

Mojo Maritime is leading the design and development of a high performance vessel, the Hi Flo 4 (HF4), 
which will catalyse the industrialisation of tidal power. The HF4 design is based upon the need to install, 
operate and maintain tidal turbines, and their supporting foundations and cabling, in high energy tidal races, 
such as Scotland’s Pentland Firth or Canada’s Bay of Fundy, which are amongst the most demanding marine 
engineering environments in the world. In contrast to existing offshore construction vessels (OCVs) that are 
designed to operate in high winds and up to 3 knots of current, the heart of HF4 design is a dynamic 
positioning (DP) system capable of holding station in currents up to 10 knots. This allows the HF4 to operate 
throughout a high energy lunar tidal cycle, providing a high degree of operational availability and thus much 
improved productivity during the construction, operation and maintenance of tidal energy farms. HF4 is a 
catamaran vessel powered by four Voith Schneider Propellers (VSPs), with a key design focus on the 
hydrodynamics of the twin hulls coupled with maximising the unique operational advantages of VSPs. The 
vessel is capable of installing foundations, cables, subsea connectors and turbines in a wide range of 
oceanographic conditions.  
 
A key innovation is the unique DP system, the research for which is being led by partners GE Power 
Conversion. The system needs to be able to cope with an extremely challenging oceanographic environment, 
where imposed currents and levels of turbulence are substantial, as has been confirmed through live current 
data acquisition by University of Exeter. The DP system gives options to work in different operational 
regimes by providing system modes which depend on the state of the tide, the power required for the 
engineering rôle, and the level of operational risk.  
 
This paper provides an update of progress of the Mojo-led collaboration, in the development of a high 
performance DP system for HF4 and explains how the design of the DP system and power system is being 
monitored against the “DP Vessel Design Philosophy Guidelines” published by the Marine Technology 
Society. 

Introduction 

Tidal stream power generation, utilising underwater turbines to harness the power of the tides, promises the 
potential to provide predictable, clean, renewable energy. The technologies required to harness this power 
are being developed for use in a harsh marine environments. A number of demonstrator systems have been 
installed at key sites in the UK and elsewhere. 

The Aim 

In order for tidal stream technology to develop into a viable and cost effective energy solution, the overall 
cost of tidal array installation, operations and maintenance must be driven down. The key issues which drive 
the cost are the time required to conduct operations and susceptibility to weather risk coupled with the 
expense of marine assets. 
 
Current vessels have limited operational windows due to weather and tidal constraints, which result in 
considerable cumulative costs due to high charges for such vessels.  The marine renewable industry is 
currently reliant on vessels of opportunity from the offshore oil and gas sector, which, while sufficient for 
single device demonstration deployments, are not viable for array installations.  De-coupling the tidal sector 
from this market offers the opportunity to reduce the volatility of day rate change.   
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Mojo Maritime have developed a concept design of an efficient and economic, bespoke installation vessel 
for tidal stream energy converters.  The requirements are for a vessel with good dynamic positioning 
capabilities for operation in strong tidal currents, thus broadening the operational window.   
 
A key criterion throughout the design process has been minimizing the cost of the vessel, this saving can 
ultimately be passed on to tidal turbine site developers to enable the industry. 

The Concept 

Figure 1 below illustrates the key features of the HF4 with the equipment on board for installation of a 
monopile foundation.      

 
Figure 1: DP Vessel schematic equipped for monopile foundation installation 
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The vessel has twin hulls in a catamaran configuration (1). This maximizes the available deck area, which is 
required for the large amount of equipment associated with offshore operations. Catamarans are also 
inherently stable, and provide an optimal moment (in yaw) for the Voith Schneider Propellers (VSPs) to 
operate efficiently during positing keeping. The superstructure (2) is at the forward end of the vessel, such 
that a clear line of sight is maintained at all times during transit. The accommodation contained in this 
section sleeps crew and additional personnel. The vessel is designed such that all systems are routed to the 
bridge, providing an integrated central hub for all ship operations. 
 
Heavy lift operations are carried out using the A-Frame (3), which has a maximum single lift capacity of 
250 t. This is capable of operating both over the stern of the vessel, for deployment of larger structures, and 
over the moon pool (4), for drilling operations and deployment of smaller structures. The moon pool 
provides the opportunity to lift through the central axis of the vessel, improving stability and environmental 
limits during marine operations. 
 
Four VSPs are to be installed towards the ends of each hull for propulsion (5). These vertical axis propellers 
enable rapid thrust adjustments, improving ship handling and facilitating good dynamic positioning 
capabilities in aggressive environments. The VSPs are powered using variable speed electric motors which 
are in turn powered by 8 diesel generator sets (6) in 4 separate engine rooms for optimal redundancy 
performance and fuel efficiency. 
 
The vessel is to provide a flexible platform to support multiple marine operations covering the life cycle of a 
tidal energy array and covers: 
• Foundation installation 
• Cable laying 
• Tidal turbine installation 
• Sub-sea operations and maintenance (turbine replacement, cable repairs etc.) 
Different equipment is required for these activities and modular solutions such that the vessel can be re-
configured relatively quickly are sought to maximise availability. Power and supplies for these various 
configurations are to be provided by the vessel, thus negating the requirement to embark diesel generators, 
hydraulic power packs etc., again maximising availability.  
 
The deck equipment illustrated is that for installation of a monopile tidal turbine foundation and consists of 
the subsea drill template (7), the subsea drill (8) and conductor (9), and the umbilical handling equipment 
(10). A monopile is shown on the deck, prior to deployment (11). 

Operating Environment 

The vessel concept was developed with Mojo Maritime’s knowledge from tidal energy sector. However, in 
general the vessel is intended to operate at areas of tidal resource around the globe (Figure 2). Typically all 
of these sites are near to shore, as the tidal resource is usually augmented by the land which increases local 
tidal speeds. These are typically the areas of interest as they have the highest power available whilst being 
fairly close to shore to allow easy grid connection. However, as the industry matures expansion further 
offshore is likely, as observed in the offshore wind market. There is also the potential use in ocean currents. 
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Figure 2: Global Tidal Resource [Reference: www.atlantisresourcescorporation.com] 

EMEC (UK) 

The European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC), located in the Scottish Orkney Isles has a test site for tidal 
turbines. Currently most of the high profile developers have a device deployed here: Atlantis, Hammerfest, 
OpenHydro, TGL (Alstom) and Voith. Mojo Maritime have performed numerous marine operations at this 
site and have recorded substantial environmental data through the use of the data monitoring buoy and 
shipboard data from offshore construction vessels. 

Pentland Firth (UK) 

The Pentland Firth Inner Sound between Scotland and the Orkney Isles is the likely site for the UK’s first 
tidal array. Work has begun on installing six 1.4 MW turbines by 2017 in phase 1 of the construction, with a 
total planned installation of approximately 400 MW, installed at a rate of about 50 turbines per year. Other 
developers in the Pentland Firth, such as SSE amongst others, have similar ambitions and all have leased 
sites from the Crown Estate with similar installation aims.  
 
Figure 3 shows the cumulative exceedance for tidal current, that is, the cumulative percentage of time when 
the current is less than a given value. It shows that 90% working time could be achieved if 3.5 m/s current 
could be tolerated and to achieve 100% working time, 5 m/s must be tolerated. However, it does not show 
that the variation of the tide current over the working day would further reduce the availability of a vessel. 
Figure 4 illustrates how the available working time with existing vessels is limited by the maximum tide 
current over the whole duration of an operation. A vessel which is able to maintain station in 5 m/s of current 
would be able to work 100% of the time based on current alone. 
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Figure 3: Pentland Firth Inner Sound tidal exceedance plot (% time under a given current speed) 

 
 

Bay of Fundy (Canada) 

Another area that Mojo have experience from concept studies with Marine Current Turbines is the Bay of 
Fundy in Canada. This site has one of the largest tidal resources in the world, tidal current speeds in excess 
of 10 knots are possible at spring tides, it is therefore probably the most difficult area to operate and our most 
onerous requirement. This area has the added difficulty of ice build-up over winter months.  

Other sites 

Other sites around the globe also have significant tidal resource as described in section 2.1. However by 
targeting the requirements of the more powerful sites, such as the Pentland Firth, to develop an installation 
vessel, other less powerful sites should be exploitable. Whilst a vessel could be fully utilized throughout its 
life on one array, the ability for the vessel to transit globally is necessary.  

Figure 4: : time history of tidal current over one month. Possible working time (green) with existing vessels. 
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Vessel design 

The vessel design itself has required a number of trade-offs to be made: a veritable balancing act between 
providing enough space and capability to perform all the tasks expected, whilst attempting to minimize the 
capital and operating costs and maximize the safety and downtime. In particular, the hull form was required 
to minimise drag from current while maximising deck space, and the power system and redundancy must 
meet DP2 and above. The following sections describe some of the efforts to achieve these aims, including 
the use of the MTS guidelines on design of DP vessels. 

Hull CFD and tank tests 

A key requirement for the HF4 hull design was to minimize the drag of the hull to make station-keeping in 
high currents possible. To this end, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been utilised to optimize the 
hull form for minimum drag, maximum efficiency. 
 
To back up the CFD results, Mojo Maritime commissioned Vienna Model Basin (VMB) to perform model 
tests for the HF4. Mojo directed and coordinated the model test program, which VMB conducted in 
accordance with a test plan developed by Mojo and GE. Two models were manufactured, one for 
performance and sea-keeping tests in a scale of 1:13 and another one for dynamic positioning tests in a scale 
of 1:26. The model was equipped with four VSPs. 
 
The test series for dynamic positioning (DP) was defined by GE Power Conversion and was performed with 
the second smaller (1:26) model. For the DP tests, a correct loading condition has been achieved by 
ballasting the model to displacement and GM. During the DP tests, horizontal forces in X- and Y-direction, 
the vertical moment in Z-direction and the rate of turn were measured and continuously recorded. The main 
aim of the test was to provide reliable experimental data for the validation and calibration of the computer 
simulation. Following DP tests were conducted:  
 Linear motion at various headings 
 Rotation in yaw 
 Circles with heading offset 

Power system 

See Figure 8 for proposed power system layout. The system was designed in conjunction with GE Power 
Conversion who analysed a number of different variations, including options for active front end drives, dual 
active front end drives and energy storage options. 
 
There are three operating modes/configurations. The most reliable “Four Split” mode is to operate with the 
bus ties open and to operate with sufficient generators online so that if a thruster fails the remaining thrusters 
with the generators that are online would be able to hold position and cope with prevailing transient forces 
from environmental variations. A second “Two Split” mode is also very reliable and would operate with 
closed bus ties and assume that the worst case failure is a failure of one of the two diagonal pairs leaving just 
two thrusters online. This can be appropriate in low current conditions and does not rely on any sophisticated 
switchboard protection. 
The third task appropriate “TAM Two Split” mode is less reliable but potentially more efficient. This mode 
is intended for use when a slightly higher risk of failure can be tolerated. For this mode the worst failure is 
taken to be either one generator or one thruster and certain types of failure are not allowed for. This allows 
operation with fewer generators online each running at a higher load. However, even if these protective 
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measures failed, the worst failure would still leave 50% online, so even if the vessel suffered a drift off 
station the vessel would still be under control and able to avoid collision with any nearby assets. 
 
There are also faults in the power management and generator controls that can result in a switchboard 
blackout. The probability of the faults can be reduced by the addition of additional protective measures 
within the switchboard control and the power management. The need for these additional measures, with 
their associated additional cost, depends on the need for this TAM mode and how reliable the TAM needs to 
be. Note that even if these measures are ineffective the worst failure is still 50%. So when operating in this 
mode sufficient generators must be online so that if there was a complete failure of one generator the 
remaining generators could provide sufficient power to maintain position. Also, operation would be limited 
based on position keeping with the remaining three thrusters powered from all online generators should one 
thruster fail. 
 

Use of MTS DP guidelines 

At an early stage there was general agreement that the project should follow the recommendations of the 
MTS DP Vessel Design Philosophy Guidelines. The version of the document issued by DNV as RP-E306 
was used [1]. It is anticipated that the Operations Guidance RP-E307 [2] will be addressed at a later stage. 
The guidance is 117 pages and so a check list table was compiled in order to be able to make notes on 
compliance. This check list shows that there are over 200 items to consider, of which over 150 need to be 
considered early in the project and used when compiling specifications.  
Although there are many aspects that do not need to be examined in any detail until the project reaches a 
detailed design stage, they often need to find their way into building specifications (often just as punch list 
items) to ensure appropriate scope of supply.  
 
As a means of relating the guidelines to the appropriate items in a building specification, each checklist item 
was assigned an SFI group code. The SFI Group System is a widely used classification system for the 
maritime and offshore industry worldwide. It is an international standard, which provides a functional 
subdivision of technical and financial ship or rig information [3].  
 
As recommended in the guidance, a draft redundancy philosophy and worst case failure design intent 
(WCFDI) were compiled at an early stage and this has been through many revisions as the specifications 
have been developed. This document emphasizes the use of four “redundancy groups” for a 4-split 
redundancy philosophy rather than simply showing topologies based on main switchboards. This was also 
shown on all conceptual topology diagrams.  This makes it far easier to communicate the need to minimize 
any common points between redundancy groups.  

Examples 

The introduction to Section 9 “Power Distribution” of the guidance, explains 7 principles and 12 
vulnerabilities of power distribution systems to be aware of. 
The current check list for this is below. These principles were followed in compiling the proposed power 
system topology. The only anticipated future action will be a periodic check that any design changes do not 
conflict with the original intent. 
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DNV RP-E306 
Sections 
Hyperlink 

Content Summary Compliance Action 
Needed 

Future Action Status / Comment SFI

9  Power 
Distribution 

7 principles and 12 
vulnerabilities of power 
distribution systems to 
be aware of. 
  

OK 
  

None
  

Check the detailed design 
has not introduced non-
compliance with the 7 + 12 
design aims listed here. 
  

Proposed Redundancy 
Philosophy applies these 
principals and seeks to prevent 
the vulnerabilities that are 
warned about. 

861 
(865) 

9.1  
Distribution 
philosophy 

 
For the “fuel system to engines” the guidance is far more directly prescriptive and the relevant section can be 
applied more directly.  Below is the current state of the check list for this section: 

DNV RP-E306 
Sections 

Hyperlink 

Content Summary Compliance Action Needed Future Action Status / 
Comment 

SFI

7.2  Fuel Oil 

7.2.1  Fuel Oil systems should be designed to provide one 
per engine room or minimum of two for DP Class 2 and 3 

OK Complies with each 
Genset fed from own 
tank. 

Maintain check 
on detailed 
design. 

Refer to Voith 
Drg xxxxx 
  
 

703 
 

7.2.2  There should be sufficient redundancy in the fuel 
transfer system to allow each engine room access to the 
vessel’s entire fuel capacity following any single failure. 

OK Complies with 
transfer from storage 
using dual system. 

7.2.3  Actuators for Quick Close Valves should be installed 
on a per engine basis - any remote control system should fail 
safe in respect of position keeping. 

OK One QCV per Engine

7.2.4 Water content monitoring with remote alarms should 
be installed.  

To Check TBC 
 

Add @ Detailed 
design 

7.2.5  In addition to Class rule stipulated level monitoring, 
fuel level monitoring appropriate to the Industrial mission 
should be considered. 

To Check Add @ Detailed 
design 

7.2.6  Fuel filter arrangements should be designed to 
facilitate changes without taking equipment out of service. 

To Check Add @ Detailed 
design 

7.2.7  The design of the fuel system should facilitate 
isolation of services between station keeping and industrial 
functions if applicable. 

N/A N/A Maintain check 
on detailed 
design. 
 

7.2.8  Height of the day tanks for fuel should be designed to 
avoid dependence on emergency generator for black 
out/black start. 

OK Location OK for 
Gravity Feed 

7.2.9  Co-location of auxiliary systems supporting fuel 
systems should be avoided.  Where segregation is chosen as 
a design principle, it should follow the redundancy concept. 

OK Complies with 
systems split per 
engine room. 

 
The concentration at early stages is on the basic structure of the vessel and often the detail of redundancy etc. 
has been an area where it has been considered sufficient to only look at what class rules would be followed 
and the major power system design features such as size and number of generators and switchboards.    
Using a checklist like this is helping to identify areas that will need to be included in specifications and to 
ensure that the redundancy philosophy is appropriate. 
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Simulation 

A simulation of the vessel and its DP controller has been constructed by GE Power Conversion for assessing 
the capabilities in various scenarios and investigating the requirements for the DP controller. A high priority 
has been placed on modelling the effects of the current as accurately as possible since this is the chief factor 
in determining the viability of the project. Two aspects of the current modelling were addressed in particular: 
the forces generated on the hull and the effect of current on the achieved thrust from the thrusters. 
 
To model the current forces on the hull, the results of the CFD analyses were initially used to identify 
hydrodynamic derivatives for the hull. These derivatives include the effects of drag and damping in all three 
axes, as well as cross-coupling terms, in particular between sway and yaw [4]. Once the tank test results were 
available, these were used to validate the results from the CFD. For example, Figure 5 shows the fit of the 
surge axis hydrodynamic derivatives to the CFD and tank test data, illustrating a good fit and a high degree 
of confidence in the simulation model. 
 

 
Figure 5: surge axis CFD data and model tank data compared to simulation polynomial fit 

The VSPs have been modelled using a proprietary model provided by Voith Turbo. This model has been 
developed using data measured in a model-testing tank on a scaled VSP, as well as on full-scale units. It 
provides the achieved forces, in magnitude and direction, from the propeller speed and pitch settings and the 
inflow magnitude and direction. The dynamics of the mechanics are also included. This model has been a 
major contribution to the validity of the simulation results and its use justifies a high degree of confidence in 
the conclusions of the study. 
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DP controller 

The standard DP mode has been simulated. However, it has been found that the standard DP system could 
not hold the vessel in high current due to a lack of responsiveness and inherent instability of the vessel. This 
has been addressed by altering the Kalman filter and the controller action. A number of changes have been 
proposed to the controller settings and tuning and these are to be included in a new “high current” control 
mode which will be selectable when operating in currents greater than about 1.5 m/s.  
 
A current feedforward function has also been added to the controller simulation for optional inclusion. The 
feedforward assumes a measurement of the current speed and direction, which could be provided from a 
buoy or from a forward-looking acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP). The measured current is 
converted to estimated current forces in surge, sway and yaw using current coefficient curves. These force 
estimates are subtracted from the thrust demands in order to counteract their effects. They are also used in 
the Kalman filter model to improve the estimates of position, velocity and environmental force.  
 
An approximation to the drag created by the deployment of a turbine has been included in the model. This 
has been derived from representative turbine data in the table below. The total drag per unit current is shown. 
The simulation model uses this drag term to calculate a turbine force using the relative current. This is 
applied to the vessel at the position of the A-frame which is located 27 m aft of the vessel centre. 
 

Example turbine @ 1 m/s 

Hub Diameter (m) 3 

Hub Drag coefficient 0.7 

Hub Drag (kN) 2.54 

Blade Length (m) 8.5 

Blade Width (m) 1.5 

Blade angle (°) 80 

Blade number 3 

Blade drag coefficient 1.2 

Blade Drag (kN) 23.52 

TOTAL AREA (m2) 45.32 

TOTAL DRAG (kN/(m/s)2) 26.06 
 
 
In order to simulate current variability in one of the target locations, the Univsersity of Exeter have logged 
data of current magnitude and direction every second using ADCPs in the Pentland Firth. Data from these 
measurements have been imported to the simulation. Figure 6 shows the data for magnitude and direction for 
one such set of data, illustrating a rapid alteration in magnitude and direction of the current. Simulation 
scenarios which used this data to alter the modelled current have been included in the study results. 
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Figure 6: logged ADCP data for Pentland Firth 

Simulation results 

About thirty different scenarios have been defined for the simulation including operation in current from 
slack water to 5 m/s, failure of thrusters, deployment of tidal turbines, and variation of current taken from the 
logged site data. One example is included here to show the expected control performance.  
 
Figure 7 shows the simulated position errors in a current of 5 m/s during a fault in which one bow thruster 
fails to zero pitch. The failure occurs at time = 300 s in the plots. Two scenarios are compared: in the first the 
fault is not detected and the DP system continues to demand thrust from the faulty thruster; in the second the 
fault is detected and thruster is deselected 30 s after the fault occurs. It can be seen that the maximum 
excursion when the fault is not detected is just over 20 m, which could be tolerable during certain operations 
likely to be underway in full tide. However, with the timely deselection of the faulty thruster the maximum 
excursion is reduced to only 8 m. This illustrates the importance of fault detection within the thruster system, 
drive and the DP controller itself. 
 
The complete simulation results have enabled a high level of confidence in the capabilities of the vessel, 
including during fault conditions. They have also enabled investigation of items for further work, for 
example the use of current feedforward using current measurements, optimization of thruster usage based on 
knowledge of the current and high current mode settings. 
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Figure 7: comparison of position-keeping when bow thruster fails. 

Conclusions 

Mojo Maritime, together with their partners GE Power Conversion and Voith, have developed a concept 
design of an efficient and economic, bespoke installation vessel for tidal stream energy converters.  The 
requirements are for a vessel with good dynamic positioning capabilities for operation in strong tidal currents 
thus broadening the operational window.   
 
The vessel has twin hulls in a catamaran configuration. This maximizes the available deck area which is 
required for the large amount of equipment associated with offshore operations whilst minimizing the current 
drag in the surge axis. Four VSPs are to be installed towards the ends of each hull for propulsion. These 
vertical axis propellers enable rapid thrust adjustments, improving ship handling and facilitating good 
dynamic positioning capabilities in aggressive environments. 
 
A key requirement for the HF4 hull design was to minimize the drag of the hull to make station-keeping in 
high currents plausible. To this end, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been utilised to optimize the 
hull form for minimum drag, maximum efficiency along with tank model testing to validate the CFD and 
provide a greater degree of confidence in the simulation results. 
 
The project has followed the recommendations of the MTS DP Vessel Design Philosophy Guidelines, which 
have been incorporated into a checklist of items to allow straightforward reference between them and the 
vessel build. This has been further enhanced by the application of SFI Group Code classifications to each 
item in the guidance. 
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A critical part of the project has been the development of a simulation model of the vessel and the DP control 
system. This has used the CFD and tank test results to inform the modelling of the vessel hull. It has also 
included an advanced model of the effect of current on the thrust achieved by the VSPs, enabling a high 
degree of confidence in the results. The simulation has been used to examine a range of scenarios, and has 
been central to defining a new “high current” mode which reconfigures the DP controller in order to allow 
greater responsiveness and achieve the aims of the project in terms of position-keeping, even during fault 
conditions. 
 
Possible future avenues of research have also been investigated, including measurement of current for us in a 
feedforward control scheme. 
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Figure 8: Power system layout 


